
Alice project

Alice 3 is a softw are to create animation 
3D.
Here is a tutorial to create a scene.



Setup scene :

After opening alice you can 
choose the scenery of your 
scene :



Setup scene:

Once chosen, you see its:

-At the bottom right there are the procedures to 
make your camera character move. . .
-Just above there is the scene you have chosen 
with “run” which is used to start your created 
animation
-On the right is here where you will create your 
programs.



Create your scene:

Once you have chosen the scene and click on 
setup scene, you arrive here. This is where you 
will be able to introduce objects and characters 
for your animation.



Decorates it

 You can choose your decors :



Characteres for your decors

And you can choose several characteres for your animation.



Add Objects :
 To add trees for example you have to go to browse galery by theme 

and mangothree 
 To add more than one multiply the operation.



Edits codes:

 To make edit codes appear you have to press one of 
your characteres or objects and go to edits codes.

 In your edits codes you can see:



Edit codes

With edit codes you can make the charachter or object speack and the duration.



Edits codes

Thanks to this variable you can do 2 things to your characters the same times.



Edits codes:

Here you make your characters talk again but you can say 2 sentences one after the other and 
change the color bubble.



Edits codes

This edits codes is used to make advanced or turned your 
characters or ojects or camera depending on what you 
chosen to make moved. 
You can choose the distances and which direction 
(left,right,forward,backward…)



THIS IS MY SCENE:



And my edits codes 
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